
Office mate/Examwriter short cuts to pull Diabetic Data and Emergency Dept 

avoidance data to enter into SNE-PTN portal 

 

1. Open Examwriter 

2. Click on Reports tab 

3. Click on Merit Based Incentive Payment (MIPS) from dropdown 

4. Click on Quality from dropdown 

5. Highlight #117 DM: Eye Exam 

6. Fill in dates: Start with past quarter: 10/1/2017-12/31/2017  

7. Select provider and click on calculate 

8. Repeat if you have other providers as you will want the sum to enter 

9. You will get a numerator and denominator number to be entered into the SNE-

PTN portal    portal.sneptn.org 

10. Repeat after each quarter going forward. 

 

NOTE:  if you get 0 for the numerator then you are not clicking on the correct buttons 

that will pull data for report: See below to fix to get correct data: 

 

 Look for green verbiage as that relates to MIPS 

1. In exam record : under Examination 

a. Click Posterior Segment 

b. Click Retina-Vascular 

c. Process:  If you did a DFE, click DFE(Diabetic Patient), then follow 

prompts to Impression and Treatment and click on appropriate boxes next 

to green verbiage. 

2. If you did an optomap in place of DFE follow below: 

a. Go to Special testing 

b. Click on optomap 

c. Click on appropriate boxes next to green verbiage 

d. Go to Plan: click on Retina-vascular and click on DM managing provider 

report 

 

Coding: 

 

1. Under diagnosis tab: Click clear all, then autocode which is below codes that 

pop up. 

2. Under Procedure tab: Click clear all, then autocode: 

a. Check that correct codes come over. If you are billing optomap as 

screening and not a fundus photo to insurance then change to your 

screening code for billing but leave the 2026F Eye Imaging as that’s 

what pulls data.  

b. Alternate manual way:  Click on PQRI in view procedure box area and 

add manually: 2026F Eye Imaging  

 

http://portal.sneptn.org/


How to test if working:   Follow steps to calculate report as above. Then create or use 

your test patient and fill in as if diabetic patient and code.  Then repeat report and it 

should add to numerator and denominator.  

 

 Emergency Dept data to enter, simply count the number of urgent calls you received in 

a month and how many you saw and enter into ED area in SNE-PTN portal at the end of 

month. You can go back as far as October. Detail info below: 

 
https://www.sneptn.org/sites/sneptn.org/files/sneptn_reducing_unnecessary_hospitali
zations_a3.pdf 

 

 

 

https://www.sneptn.org/sites/sneptn.org/files/sneptn_reducing_unnecessary_hospitalizations_a3.pdf
https://www.sneptn.org/sites/sneptn.org/files/sneptn_reducing_unnecessary_hospitalizations_a3.pdf

